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INTRODUCTION

The effect of hydrated lime on the tensile and ceonm-

pressive strength of mortar and concrete has long been @&

source of argument between Phe Portland Cement Association

and the National Lime Association.

In a letter submitted by Zhe Portland Cement Association

they quote the following items taken from a paper entitled

"Effect of Hydrated Lime and Other Powdered Admixtures in

Concrete" by Professor Duff A. Abrams of the Struétural

Material Research Laboratory.

(1) "In general the addition of powdered materials re-

duced the strength of conorete approximately in proportion

to the quantity of admixture. Some exceptions are notéd

below.

(2) "In usuel concrete mixtures, each 1% hydrated lime

(in terme of the volume of cement) reduced the compressive

strength 0.5%; 1% by weight of cement reduced the strength

1.2%. Phe reduction in strength caused by replacing cemmt

with an equal value of hydrated lime was about 1.75 times

that caused by adding hydrated lime,

(3) "High ealcium and high magnesium limes produced the

game effect.

(6) "Rich concrete mixes showed a greaterloss in

strength due to powered admixtures than the leaner ones.

Lean mixes (1:9 to 1:6) and in those with aggregates graded

too soarse for the quantity of cement used, the strength
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was little affected or slightly increased by admixtures

up to 50%.

(7) "The wetter mixes showed a greater loss in strength

than the dry, due to the addition of hydrated lim.

(8) "The effect of admixtures wes in geheral independ-

ent of the age of the cement.

(10) "Hydrated lime and other powdered admixtures used

in these tests slightly increased the workability of the

leaner mixes (1:9 and 1:6) as measured by the slump test.

Ordinary mixes (1:5 and 1:4 were little affected; richer

mixes (1:3 and 1:2) were made less plastic.

(13) "Hydrated lime had little effect on the absorption

of dry concrete, increased the evaporation of water fromwet

concrete and produced no beneficigl effect on the strength

of concrete stored in air."

Also the following is a copy of the statement, (sub-

mitted to the author by letter) of T. H. Hart, Manager of

Construction, Department of the Lime Association.

"Hydrated lime is used in concrete for the purpose of

making it work smooth, fat and buttery. It produces an effect

which no emount of water can produce, and permits the use of

a dryer batch than would otherwise be possible. This leads

directly to greater strength, (if the water is carefully

controlled) and at the same time gives a better flow thru the

mixer, better discharge from the mixer, flow in chutes and

hoppers, better flow around reinforcement and complicated

forms; smoother white surfaces, less segregation, etc. A
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long train of advantages are inter-related. These have

never been masured mthematically. In most of the tests,

the water has not been properly controlled and investigators

have reported a reduction in strength which was not really

eaused by the lime itself, but by the water which they

added (quite unnecessarily) with the lime.”

Mr. Hart makes several statements that conflict with

those of Professor Abram. Mr. Hart says, ' Hydrated lime

is used in conerete for the purpose of making it work smooth,

fat and buttery. It produces an effect whieh no amount of

water oan produce and permits the use of a dryer batch than

would otherwise be possible. Professor Abram contradicts

the above when he states that, "Hydrated lime and other

powdered admixtures used in these tests slightly inereased

the workability of the leaner mixes (1:9 md 1:6) as measured

by the slump test. Ordinary mixes (1:5 and 1:4) were little

affected; richer mixes (1:35 and 1:2) were made less plastic.'

Mr. Hart also claims that when a proper amount of water

is used the addition of hydrated lime will ease a stronger

eonorete while Professor Abram states that,'In general the

addition of powdered materials reduced the strength of oon-

crete approximately in proportion to the quentity of admixt-

ures.' Also, ‘The wetter mixes showed a greater loss in

strength than the dry, due to the addition of hydrated lime.'

Professor Abram's only statement in favor of lime is that it

increases the evaporation of water from wet concrete.

Some one must be in error and therefore it seems to be

the policy of one association or the other to make ineorrect
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statements for simply commerciel reasons, <A eonsideration

of the above quotations and discrepancies observed in other

general sources of information lead to the idea of running

a series of tests on hydrated lime amd rmertar for which

were made & large number of standard briqiets and 2 inch

cubes for tension and compression tests respectively. The

tests were run by laboratory methods whieh will be described

as the different tests are taken up later.

The idea conveyed by Mr. Hart in his letter has been

followed ag nearly as possible in eliminating plasticity as

@ variable from the tests and to study the effect of hydrated

lime on the strength of mortar. The normal consistancy was

determined for each test so that plasticity was kept eonstant.

A neat eement mix; 1:£ mortar and 1:3 mortar were severally —

made up into three groups of briquets and cubes. The pereemt-

age of lime was varied from 0% to 30% by a stepped variation

of 86 and wes tested at the end of 7, 14 and 28 days respect-

ively.

MATERIALS.

Cement. Burt cement which is of the rock variety was seoured

from a losal dealer in Lansing for use in the tests.

iime. A eommeseial hydrated lime manufactured by the Ohio

Hydrate & Supply Company was secured from the same dealer as

wes the cement.
Sand. “he sand was secured from gravel taken from apile

in the cement laboratory and sereened through a 1/8" sieve.
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TESTS OF MATERIALS.

Le Hormal Consistency Test,

The Fieat test for normal consistency was used. 600

gms. of cement was taken in each case with & measured quantity

of water. The cement and fater were mixed for one-half minute

with a trowel and then thoroughly mixed ani kneaded by hand

into a thick paste. The mass was then passed 6 times from

hand to hand and then pressed into the large end of a tapered

hard rubber ring. The ring was placed on @ glaés plate and

the top of the cement was smoothed off by a single cut with

a trowel.

The glass plate and the ring were placed under a rod

having a diameter of 1 em. and weighing 300 gms. The penetra-

tion in 30 seconds was determined by a scale graduated in

millimeters. For normal consistency the penetration shoulda

be 10 mm. for 30 see. The results of the tests are shown in

Table 7.

It not being possible to determine the normal consistency

of a mortar with the Vieat method a 1:3 mix of cement and

Ottawa sand was mixed to the proper normal consistency, the

proper values being taken from a table on Page 838 in Hool

and Johnson's Concrete Engineers’ Handbook. All the 1:2

mortar and 1:3 mortar mixes were tried out with different

quantities of water until the consistency appeared to be like

that of the sample made up of the proper consistency. The

values determined are given in Table 7.
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TABLE BO. VII.

Neat Cement.

Per Cent
of

water

25 %
£5+1/2
26
26-1/2
26-1/2
27
27
a

26u2
26

27
2791/2

27-1/2

28-1/4%
2803/4
28=3/

+4
9-1/2
£9-1/2

29-1/2

30 4%
30.6
30.3

31 &
31

31

30 ¢
32
SS

Table of Normal Consistency.

Penetration

9 Mim.
8

16

8
11-1/2
9
 

10.6

8 Bie
10

8 mm.
13.

7 mm.
12
11

7 MMe

14 mm.

1:2 Mix

12.5%

12.5%

13.4%

13.85%

14.3%

14.75%

1:3 Mix

ll. %

11.3%

11.6%

11.9%

12.2%

12.5%

12.8%
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2. Tension Tests @

Standard briquet's one-inch thick and with a cross-

sectional area of one square inch at the oanter were made

for all tension tests.

Beat Cement. Twelve briquete of neat cement of normal

consistency were made for each mix of Of, 5%, 10%, ete., to

sos « Four were tested at the end cf 7 days, four at the end

of 14 days and four at the end of 28 days. The forms econtain-

ing the test pieces were placed in moist air for 24 hours and

then the forms were removed and the brimets were placed in

water at a temperature of approximately 70° FP until tested.

fhe results obtained from the tests are tabulated in

Table I and comparative curves are shown in Diagram I, All

the results of these tests will be esunmed up and compared

with the other tests in the conclusions. The diacram shows

that the briquets were stronger on the 28th day than on the

14th day and stronger on the 14th day than on the 7th day.

If an average curve was drawn fer eash day's test it would

be approximately parallel with the other ones. This yreph

bears out what Professor Abram says, ‘In general the addit-

ion of powlered materials reduced the satrength of conerete

approximately in proportion to the qantity of admixture'.

fhe diagram gives average results.

1:2 Mortar Mix. The same number of text pieces with

the game variation of lime were made up for this test, as

in the Neat Cement. The pieces were tested on 7, 14 and

28 day periods as was the Neat Cemmt. The reaults are

given in Table II and comparative graphs shown in Diegram II.
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All that was said about the mat cement tests applies

to this test. There sre a few variations in the diagram

as for instance: The 5% point on the 14th day shows a

low test; while the 10% point on the 14th day shows a

high test. The variations on the tensile tests have been

eharged up to the personal equation, beeause the variations

have not held constant for the 7, 14 and 28 day graphs.

135 Mortar Mix. The same number of test pieces with

the same variation of lime were made for this test as in

the neat cement and 132 mortar mix. These briquets were

seasoned as were the neat cement and 1:2 mortar mix. Phe

average results are summed up in the Conclusions. The

results are given in Table III and comparative graphs shown

on Diagram TII. What was said cf the neat cement miz and

1:2 mortar mix applies to the 1:3 mortar mix, as shown by

the graph.

In all the tensile tests the graph proves what Professor

Abram has said and what was quoted in his paper as Item I.

COMPRESSION TESTS.

Two-inch cubes were mde of neat cement 1:2 md 1:5

mortar with a eross sectional area of four square inches,

for compressive tests. All blocks were set up in plaster of

paris before being broken to eliminate uneven surfaces.

Neat Cement. Twelve cubes of neat cement of normal

consistency were made for each mixj- 0%, 5%, 10%, ete., to

30%. Four were tested at the end of 7 days, four at the



end of 14 days and four at the end of 28 days. The blocks

were seasoned the same as the briqets.

The results are tabulated in Table IV and comparative

graphs are shown in Diagram IV. The graph shows a decided

difference between the tests of the cubes and those of the

briquets. The test of the 7 day cubes is very similar to

that of the 7th day briquets and also the 14th day. The

28 day are stronger than the 14 day test pieces at 0% and

56%. Then the 28 day dropped below the 14 day; rose above

at 15%; went below to 20% and continued so to 30%. The

graphs show that in rich mixtures after a certain age the

mortar begins to lose strength, The only way that it ean

be accounted for is that on drying,the lime sets up forces

that cause very small ocracks invisible to the naked eye and

&s a result of the mall cracks, the strength is reduced.

This is one of Professor Abram's theories. This graph not

only shows that ace decreases the strength, but that

Professor Abrams first item is checked again.

1:2 Mortar Mix. The same number of cubes with the same

variation of lime were made for this test as were for the

neat cement. These cubes were seasoned the same as the

other ones.

The results are given in Table V and comparative graphs

shown in Diagram V. The &% tests of the 14th day is the

game as 5% tests for the 28th day which shows that age de-

creases the strength and ggaein the 28th day, 10% tests fall

below the 14th day 10%. From here on the graph is similar

28°
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to that of the briquets. The variation may be due more

to the personal equation.

1:3 Mortar Mix. The same number of cabes with the same

variations were used in this test as in the other tests.

The cubes were seasoned as were all the other cubes.

The results are given-in Table VI and comparative

graphs shown in Diagram VY. This graph shows that the age

is not effective as far as this test goes. This still

further proves Professor Abram's first item in his paper.

There ie a slight variation in the 8% and 10% eubes at 7

and 14 days, but this is due to the personal equation.

CONCLUSIONS.

From the tests preformed it seems proper to conclude

that under no oondition does rich mixtures of mortar (neat

cement, 1:2 and 1:3) with lime increase the tensile and

compressive strength, but bears out the statement of

Professor Abram's in which he says, ‘In general the addit-

fon of powered materials reduced the strength of concrete

approximately in proportion to the quantity of admixtures.'

There may often be places where the value of lime for

producing color, etc., will ocut-weigh the importance of

high strength, but under ordinary conditions lime should be

Left @ut of conorete.

Finally, the investigation outlined herewith plainly

indicates that Mr. Hart's statements are in error. Possi-

bly he has been led to extravagant claim by the wm thusiasm

of advertising campaign, a not uncommon ocairrence in business.
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APPENDIX I

The following is a list of the books, articles

and papers covering work on concrete from whieh much

valuable information was obtained in the preyaration

of this thesis.

Le

4e

5.

Ge

Conerete Engineers Handbook,
Hool and Johnson.

Effect of Hydrated Lime on Portland-Cement Mortars,
Henry 8S. Spackman, e

The Effect of Hydrated Lime on Portland-Cement
Mortars.
Professor Harry Gardner.

Letter - Portland Cement Association.
J, B, Freeman.

Letter = Hational Lime Association.
¥, He Harte

Letter «- Jewis Institute,
Professor Duff A. Abrams.





APPENDIX ITe

The following is a copy of the pian for the work

on this thesis submitted previous to the beginning of

the worke

Subject: The effeot of hydrated lime on the
tensile and compressive strength
of mortar.

Proportions: Neat, 2:1 and 3:1

Percentages (by weight) of lim: 0 = 5 - 10 - 18
2 = 25 oe 30.

Age: 7, 14 and 28 days.

Humber: 21 kinds x 3 different ages x 4 for each
test = 252 briquets.

Humber of eubes: The same as for briquets ~- 262.
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